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I'm stepping off a nine hour flight when it happens. A white van. A dark hood. Every woman's worst nightmare. "Diamond
in the Rough is masterfully written, sinfully sexy, and utterly addictive! Skye Warren proves why she is the queen of dark
and delicious romance." - Giana Darling, USA Today bestselling author Now I'm trapped in an abandoned church. The
man who took me says I won't be hurt. The man in the cell next to me says that's a lie. I'll fight with every ounce of
strength, but there are secrets in these walls. I'll need every single one of them to survive. "Five glowing stars! Diamond
in the Rough is the dark and dangerous world that I love from Skye Warren. You will be completely caught up in Elijah
and Holly's story from the first page to the last." - New York Times bestselling author Aleatha Romig DIAMOND IN THE
ROUGH is a new dark romance from New York Times bestselling author Skye Warren. Finding yourself has never been
so dangerous...
A DARK MAFIA ROMANCE Girls like me, we know how to survive. We each have our own little ways, but we acquire
those skills at the same tender age. If you ask me how many times a person can die, I'll tell you many times. As many
times as a man stabs you in the stomach with betrayal and wrings out your heart with lies. Girls like me, we live. We don't
get a choice. We step over the cliff and fall. Eat, sleep, die, and repeat. * Diamonds in the Rough is Book 2 of the
Diamonds are Forever trilogy and ends on a cliffhanger. Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1) must be read first to follow the
story. Diamonds are Forever (Book 3) concludes the story. Other novels in the Diamond Magnate collection: Standalone
Novel Beauty in the Broken Diamonds are Forever Trilogy Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1) Diamonds in the Rough (Book
2) Diamonds are Forever (Book 3)
In the bestselling tradition of Cheryl Strayed’s Wild and Helen MacDonald’s H Is for Hawk, Karen Auvinen, an awardwinning poet, ventures into the wilderness to seek answers to life’s big questions with “candor [and] admirable courage”
(Christian Science Monitor). Determined to live an independent life on her own terms, Karen Auvinen flees to a primitive
cabin in the Rockies to live in solitude as a writer and to embrace all the beauty and brutality nature has to offer. When a
fire incinerates every word she has ever written and all of her possessions—except for her beloved dog Elvis, her truck,
and a few singed artifacts—Karen embarks on a heroic journey to reconcile her desire to be alone with her need for
community. In the evocative spirit of works by Annie Dillard, Gretel Ehrlich, and Terry Tempest Williams, Karen’s
“beautiful, contemplative…breathtaking [debut] memoir honors the wildness of the Rockies” (Publishers Weekly, starred
review). “Rough Beauty offers a glimpse into a life that’s pared down to its essentials, open to unexpected, even
profound, change” (Brevity Magazine), and Karen’s pursuit of solace and salvation through shedding trivial ties and
living in close harmony with nature, along with her account of finding community and even love, is sure to resonate with
all of us who long for meaning and deeper connection. An “outstanding…beautiful story of resilience” (Kirkus Reviews,
starred review), Rough Beauty is a luminous, lyric exploration, “a narrative that reads like a captivating novel...a voice not
found often enough in literature—a woman who eschews the prescribed role outlined for her by her family and discovers
her own path” (Christian Science Monitor) to embrace the unpredictability and grace of living intimately with the forces of
nature.
Some Like It Rough
The Raleigh Rough Riders are back, and this time Super Bowl Quarterback Beaux Hale finds himself playing the most
important game of his life. Every woman knows Beaux Hale is nothing but a player. Yet the first time he walks into Paige
Halloway's restaurant and flashes his sexy grin, she feels a heat between them spark. Too bad he opens his mouth and
ruins it.He may think his money, fame, and sexy looks will attract any woman-but he's wrong.Paige doesn't have time for
a man. She's too busy keeping a roof over her head and taking care of her father to care about relationships. Lucky for
Beaux, he's a man who's ready to use all the plays at his disposal. He didn't bring his team a Super Bowl victory by giving
up at the first block in his path-and Paige Halloway has just become his new long-game.Beaux also knows that
sometimes, in order to win and claim your prize, you have to get a little bit filthy.
[Siren Allure ManLove: Erotic Alternative Romance, M/M, HEA] Bad boy Julian Decker leaves his old life behind when he
gets a job working security at an exclusive club. It’s lust at first sight when he spots wealthy member Richard Caldwell,
but the older man is way out of his league and doesn’t even know Julian exists. Julian is used to going after what he
wants, and when an opportunity arises he makes his move. Prominent attorney Richard Caldwell is part owner of the
Gentlemen’s Club, where wealthy members can live out their romantic fantasies, but Richard gave up on love when he
lost his longtime partner to cancer. Then on one of his rare visits to the club, a seductive new employee catches his eye
and makes him an offer he can’t refuse. For the first time in years, Richard is attracted to another man and he can't deny
the strong chemistry between him and Julian. But just as Richard starts to believe in miracles, he's attacked and all the
evidence points to his new lover. Note: This book was previously published with another publisher and has been
extensively revised and expanded. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
It is 2013 and Calgary's Bow river is beginning to rise. Two homeless men stand by the bank and contemplate the death
of another friend-an accident? Taking cover downtown that night, Shermeto intervenes in the attack on a bar patron, and
finds himself laid up in the hospital. Outside, as the city reels from an unthinkable disaster, Shermeto finds himself away
from the swelling river and face-to-face with the a part of past he is trying to hide from: his daughter Kendra.
The Rough Guide to Romania is the definitive handbook on one of Europe's most fascinating, scenic and enigmatic
countries. The full-colour introduction highlights all the unmissable sights from the wilds of the Carpathian mountains to
the marvellous Delta wetlands, as well as referencing the country's many unique festivals. Two full-colour sections
describe the many outdoor activities on offer - from mountain hikes and skiing, to bear and wolf tracking - as well as the
country's extraordinary religious architecture. This comprehensive guide reviews all the top hotel and restaurant options
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for every taste and budget, and includes informed background on Romania's history, wildlife, literature, music and, of
course, Dracula. Accurate maps and comprehensive practical information help you get under the skin of Romania, whilst
stunning photography makes this your ultimate travelling companion. Make the most of your time on earthTM with The
Rough Guide to Romania.
Architect James Justin impulsively lets himself be picked up in a biker bar by seductive hunk Bram Lord for a one night stand that
turns into something bigger. The physically impressive, forceful stranger meets, matches, and exceeds James sexual fantasies,
but can shy, uncertain James be everything the strongly committed Bram wants? (Adult Fiction)
Hattie Morris is a young girl with silly dreams and a fantasy she's been holding onto since she was sixteen years old. "Dirty"
Johnny Williams is a hard man who rides as a Notorious Devil, known for being filthy between the sheets, yet always wishing for
the unattainable more. One night, one kiss sets fate in motion, and neither Hattie, nor Johnny, can deny that their lives have been
forever changed. Time and distance stand between them, but a chance encounter shatters their ability to resist each other any
longer. It's not long before Hattie realizes that fantasies are named thus for a reason, while Johnny learns that the innocence of a
sweet girl is no match against his hardened heart. Yet, inexperienced as she may be, Hattie knows one thing for sure. If she
doesn't take a chance with this rough and rugged man, she'll never know if dreams really can come true.
#1 New York Times bestseller · Seven starred reviews · Boston Globe-Horn Book Award Honor Book “For all the struggle in this
book, Thomas rarely misses a step as a writer. Thomas continues to hold up that mirror with grace and confidence. We are lucky
to have her, and lucky to know a girl like Bri.”—The New York Times Book Review This digital edition contains a letter from the
author, deleted scenes, a picture of the author as a teen rapper, an annotated playlist, Angie’s top 5 MCs, an annotated rap,
illustrated quotes from the book, and an excerpt from Angie’s next novel, Concrete Rose. Sixteen-year-old Bri wants to be one of
the greatest rappers of all time. Or at least win her first battle. As the daughter of an underground hip hop legend who died right
before he hit big, Bri’s got massive shoes to fill. But it’s hard to get your come up when you’re labeled a hoodlum at school, and
your fridge at home is empty after your mom loses her job. So Bri pours her anger and frustration into her first song, which goes
viral . . . for all the wrong reasons. Bri soon finds herself at the center of a controversy, portrayed by the media as more menace
than MC. But with an eviction notice staring her family down, Bri doesn’t just want to make it—she has to. Even if it means
becoming the very thing the public has made her out to be. Insightful, unflinching, and full of heart, On the Come Up is an ode to
hip hop from one of the most influential literary voices of a generation. It is the story of fighting for your dreams, even as the odds
are stacked against you; and about how, especially for young black people, freedom of speech isn’t always free.
Quick-witted hustler Ghost is no stranger to living dangerously; survival has always been the name of the game. He’s just always
gone it alone. Now he’s got the wrong people breathing down his neck, and the only way out demands placing his trust in the
unlikeliest of heroes: Duncan Rook, a gruff cop whose ethics are as solid as his body. Cozying up to a criminal is hardly what
Duncan’s reputation on the force needs—especially when that criminal is temptation personified. Ghost is Duncan’s polar
opposite, and the last person he expected to fall for. So then why does every imaginable scenario for taking down their common
enemy end with Ghost in his arms? This book is approximately 122,000 words One-click with confidence. This title is part of the
Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise!
A Caldecott Honor Book An ALA Notable Book A breathtakingly beautiful and luminescent book that is pitch-perfect for anyone of
any age who has experienced any type of loss or disappointment, from New York Times–bestselling picture book creator Brian
Lies. New York Times–bestselling author-illustrator Brian Lies has created a beautiful, accessible, and deeply personal story about
friendship, loss, and renewal. The Rough Patch was awarded a Caldecott Honor and features stunning paintings from the awardwinning creator of Bats at the Beach. Evan and his dog do everything together, from eating ice cream to caring for their prizewinning garden, which grows big and beautiful. One day the unthinkable happens: Evan’s dog dies. Heartbroken, Evan destroys
the garden and everything in it. The ground becomes overgrown with prickly weeds and thorns, and Evan embraces the chaos.
But beauty grows in the darkest of places, and when a twisting vine turns into an immense pumpkin, Evan is drawn out of his
isolation and back to the county fair, where friendships—old and new—await. A deeply hopeful and positive book, The Rough Patch
was awarded a Caldecott Honor and is a story about love, loss, and hope, and the healing power of friendship and nature. “Weepy
and wonderful.”—Wall Street Journal
While undercover for her family's foundation, Harper Summerville meets Max Bradshaw, a deputy sheriff in Razor Bay,
Washington, who causes Harper to question her nomadic lifestyle.
An achingly beautiful story of female friendship, betrayal, and a mysterious disappearance set in the changing landscape of San
Francisco Teenage Eulabee and her magnetic best friend, Maria Fabiola, own the streets of Sea Cliff, their foggy oceanside San
Francisco neighborhood. They know Sea Cliff’s homes and beaches, its hidden corners and eccentric characters—as well as the
upscale all-girls’ school they attend. One day, walking to school with friends, they witness a horrible act—or do they? Eulabee and
Maria Fabiola vehemently disagree on what happened, and their rupture is followed by Maria Fabiola’s sudden disappearance—a
potential kidnapping that shakes the quiet community and threatens to expose unspoken truths. Suspenseful and poignant, We
Run the Tides is Vendela Vida’s masterful portrait of an inimitable place on the brink of radical transformation. Pre–tech boom San
Francisco finds its mirror in the changing lives of the teenage girls at the center of this story of innocence lost, the pain of too much
freedom, and the struggle to find one’s authentic self. Told with a gimlet eye and great warmth, We Run the Tides is both a
gripping mystery and a tribute to the wonders of youth, in all its beauty and confusion.
Ty Ransome is the reigning king of Hollywood and he thinks he has it all. Until he reads a book of darkly sexual stories that reveals
places kept hidden from the tabloids. The moment he meets the author, Gwen, he has to have her. They begin enacting her
stories, delving into a darker realm, setting Ty's dominant side free to unleash his powerful cravings and exposing Gwen’s
deepest, most submissive needs. Needs she set free on paper…but is not sure she’s ready to make a reality. What happens when
the screen fades to black?

In the Ghetto, girls are the new currency. For four years, Ruby has escaped the gangs and sweepers hunting her. Until
now... For the past four years, Ruby has lived in what was once a sprawling city of business and commerce. Now, it is
the Ghetto; its main commerce exists in the form of females. Whether breeders, laborers, gang girls, or sex slaves, the
Ghetto features any and every service with the Hotel as its central area of business. Thanks to her roof-topping skills and
street smarts, which have made her impossible to catch, Ruby has made the Ghetto's most-wanted list. Fortunately, she
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has one ally: a young man named Ink, the one man determined not to sell her. Unlike Ruby, Ink has no desire to leave
the Ghetto, but she owes him a life debt and is trapped as much by her honor as by the soldiers patrolling the only exits
out of the city. Whether scavenging for food or holing up in an abandoned clock tower, Ruby and Ink remain unlikely
partners until their home in an abandoned train yard is discovered. While Ink escapes, Ruby is captured by the roughest
gang in the Ghetto. All too soon, Ruby learns she is bound for the Hotel where she will be used up piece by piece until
there is nothing left. Unless she can escape and get the target off her back once and for all. A haunting tale with themes
of modern day slavery, Ruby in the Rough is certain to keep readers turning pages and ready to rise up with its call to
action.
The Rough Guide to Portugal is the essential travel guide with clear maps and coverage of the country's unique
attractions. The Rough Guide to Portugal guides you around the fashionable cities of Lisbon and Porto, takes you hiking
in the hills of central and northern Portugal, and covers every beach along the Algarve making it the ideal companion
whether you're on a city break, beach holiday, walking or driving. The guide unearths the best sites, hotels, restaurants,
and nightlife across every price range- from backpacker hostels to beachfront villas and boutique hotels. You'll find
specialist coverage of Portugese history, art and literature and detailed information on the best markets and shopping for
each region. The locally-based Rough Guide author team introduce the best vineyards, country taverns and fado clubs
and provide reliable insider tips from driving Portugal's roads to shopping for linen and lace. Explore all corners of
Portugal with authoritative background on everything from Porto's architecture to surfing at Peniche, relying on handy
language tips and the clearest maps of any guide. Make the most of your holiday with The Rough Guide to Portugal.
These are the cornerstones the six Men of Haven bleed by: taking what they want, always watching each other's backs,
and loving the women they claim with unyielding tenderness and fierce passion. A self-made man with his fingers in a
variety of successful businesses, Jace Kennedy lives for the challenge. From the start, he sees Vivienne Moore's hidden
wild side and knows she's his perfect match, if only he can break it free. Earning this woman's trust is a task unlike any
he's faced so far, but Jace didn't get where he is by giving up. Vivienne's determined to ditch the rough lifestyle she grew
up in, even if that means hiding her true self behind a bland socialite veneer. Dragging her party-hound sister out of a
club was not how she wanted to ring in the New Year, but Viv knows the drill. Get in, get her sister and get back to the
safe, stable life she's built for herself as fast as humanly possible. But Viv's plans are derailed when she meets the club's
seriously sexy owner. Jace is everything Vivienne swore she never wanted, but the more time she spends with him, the
more she starts to see that he loves just as fiercely as he fights. He can walk society's walk and talk society's talk, but
when he wants something, he finds a way to get it. He's proud of who he is and where he came from, and he'll be
damned if he lets Vivienne go before showing her the safest place of all is in his arms.
Sam's stepson Bo has a hot blonde girlfriend named Sally whom he treats like trash and who Sam fantasizes taking for
himself. Both Bo and Sally live Sam's house, but Sam is ready to kick Bo out for being a selfish and ungrateful punk.
After Bo dumps Sally to go live with another woman, Sam offers to let Sally stay at his house till she can find a place of
her own. When Sam finds out Sally likes rough sex he has to decide if he is going to live out his fantasies he's been
having or allow the guilt of her being his stepson's ex-girlfriend stop him.This is an erotic short story and contains graphic
and detailed descriptions of sexual acts and is intended for mature readers.
When a patron meets his demise by eating poisoned popcorn, movie theater owner Elliot Freed, terrified that this could
be bad for ticket sales, decides to launch his own investigation, which plunges him into the middle of a DVD pirating
operation that could be the death of him. Original.
THE ROUGH GUIDE TO JORDAN is the essential handbook to the Middle East's most alluring destination. Features
include: Full-colour section introducing Jordan's highlights. Detailed accounts of all the sights and attractions, including
the ancient city of Petra, the Red Sea resort of Aqaba and the desert cliffs of Wadi Rum. Up-to-the-minute reviews of the
best places to eat, drink and stay - in all price ranges. Practical guidance on experiencing the unspoilt natural
environment, from diving in the Red Sea to trekking and wildlife spotting, plus informed background on history, religion,
art, politics and nature. Maps and plans for every region.
Tegan Raccini's heart has been hardened her parent'sdivorce, and by the recent loss of her bad boy biker lover to a lifelongprison sentence. She isn't bitter; in fact, she's rather upbeat. But, she simplydoesn't trust men. When she causes an
accident with a motorcycle on thefreeway, she's immediately attracted to the handsome biker, but knows she can'tstand
another heart break. Even though she's unemployed, she agrees to pay forthe damages, hoping to never see him again.
To earn the money for the repairs to his motorcycle, she acceptsa job as the in-home caregiver for an elderly man who is
confined to a wheelchair. There's one problem when she shows up at his home. A BIG problem. He's the biker's father.
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "Forget all that Zen stuff--Here's the Golf Book the Golf World Really Needs...In
David Feherty, we've found at last not only a true Renaissance man but also a writer with the guts to address the
important themes of the 21st century. In A NASTY BIT OF ROUGH, the operatic singer turned golf pro turned witty golf
commentator turns into a golf novelist and discusses the world's most vital issues -- flatulence; alcohol consumption in
vast quantities; male genitalia getting whacked, bitten, lanced, and shot; and more flatulence...The overly serious world of
golf writing needed a good gut-buster, and Feherty has supplied it." --Sports Illustrated "First Joyce, then Yeats, now
Feherty. The tradition of Irish literary excellence continues, but with this difference: of the three, only Feherty is funny. At
once ribald, hilarious, esoteric, moving, and profound, David Feherty's A NASTY BIT OF ROUGH shares this quality with
other original works of genius: only he could have produced it. Pick this book up. If you don't laugh out loud at least once
in every chapter, I will personally confiscate your splatter guard niblick. --Steven Pressfield, author of THE LEGEND of
BAGGER VANCE "Golf's equivalent of the Hatfield-McCoy feud, with a cast of outlandishly eccentric duffers. If you're
one of those people who think golf is a religion, prepare for some seriously funny blasphemy. A NASTY BIT OF ROUGH
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is the book S.J. Perelman would have written had he known anything about golf...and if he'd been taking steroids.
Feherty's outrageous characters dance off the page." --Troon McAllister, author of THE GREEN "I didn't know Dad could
write." --Rory Feherty, age 8 "A NASTY BIT OF ROUGH is a pure delight, as I suspected it would be since the delightful
David Feherty wrote it...Every golf nut will love this book." --Dan Jenkins P.G. Wodehouse meets Judd Apatow in the
most hilarious and outrageous Golf Entertainment wince CADDYSHACK. Fans of FEHERTY on The Golf Channel are in
for a real treat (or punishment depending upon their temperament). Meet a character only David Feherty could create,
Major General (Ret.) Sir Richard Gussett, his riotous imaginary uncle who presides over "Scrought's Wood," the world's
most cantankerous golf club. In this first volume of his misadventures, Gussett sets his sights on the most prestigious
prize in golf, the petrified middle finger of St. Andrew, patron saint of Scotland. Gussett must motivate his merry band of
members through battles with incontinence, single malt Scotch, peculiar handicaps, and a litany of other unmentionable
afflictions in order to seize the finger in a "friendly" competition with their ancient rivals, the dreaded and notorious
McGregor clan. Feherty's fanatical fan base will rejoice, the driving range addicted will tee off, the USGA will have "no
comment," and anyone who loves the game or knows someone who does will be unable to resist Feherty's storytelling
and golfing gravitas.
Simon Schama's extraordinary novel in a new stage adaptation by Caryl Philips. As the American War of Independence reaches its climax, a
plantation slave and a British Naval Officer embark on an epic journey in search of freedom. Divided by barriers of race but united in their
ambitions for equality, their convictions will change attitudes towards slavery forever. Sweeping from the Deep South of America to the
scorched earth of West Africa, Rough Crossings is a compelling true story that marks the 200th anniversary of the abolition of the slave trade
in the British Empire. Rough Crossings was staged by Headlong Theatre Company which opened at Birmingham Rep in September 2007
and toured the Lyric Hammersmith, Liverpool Playhouse and West Yorkshire Playhouse.
Lucas Delgado Guerrero’s skin is too brown and his accent too foreign for him to feel truly at home in England. Returning to Mexico, which
he scarcely remembers, however, is hardly a choice. So he remains in London, publishing an illegal newspaper devoted to reformist and
revolutionary causes. One of his most popular writers is the intriguing and mysterious Polly Dicax, who delivers sharp, witty screeds by
messenger every week. At twenty-five, Lady Honora Pearce is too busy writing seditious treatises to pay much attention to men. Especially
when marrying would mean giving up the very rights she argues for in her fierce diatribes. She is, however, intrigued by the editorials written
by one of her publishers. Here, at least, is a man with worthy ideas and ideals. Not that she ever expects to meet him, since both their
identities must remain secret. But everything changes when circumstances force her to deliver her weekly column herself and, on the heels of
her arrival at the printer’s shop, the police raid the premises. To protect the shopkeeper and themselves, Honora and Lucas must hide
together in a small chamber. They shouldn’t have to kiss, but somehow, they do. And when Honora finds she can’t stay away, Lucas
discovers he can’t refuse her, even if he can never be more than her bit of rough.
Pack Rule #1: Never reveal to a human. I broke that rule the day I met the beautiful doctor. I might be a rodeo champ, but one look at her,
and I lost my concentration. The bull tossed and gored me, and now the sweet female is on to me. When I healed within hours, she knew
something wasn’t right. My alpha told me to watch her. Not a problem. I’ll watch her all right. Real close. I’ll stick to her like superglue. And
those human men who want to date her? They’d better step back. Because the doctor is all mine. Whether she knows it yet or not.
Introduces digging machines, including the bulldozer, excavator, and wheel loader. On board pages.
*One of The Washington Post's 10 Best Books of 2021 * A Good Morning America Buzz Pick * Soon to be a series produced by Mindy Kaling
* New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice * A Vox Bookclub Pick * Longlisted for the 2021 Center for Fiction First Novel Prize*
“Dizzyingly original, fiercely funny, deeply wise.” —Celeste Ng, #1 bestselling author of Little Fires Everywhere “Sanjena Sathian’s Gold
Diggers is a work of 24-karat genius.” —Ron Charles, The Washington Post Named a Best Book of April by Bustle • PopSugar •
Entertainment Weekly • Good Morning America • CNN How far would you go for a piece of the American dream? A magical realist coming-ofage story, Gold Diggers skewers the model minority myth to tell a hilarious and moving story about immigrant identity, community, and the
underside of ambition. A floundering second-generation teenager growing up in the Bush-era Atlanta suburbs, Neil Narayan is funny and
smart but struggles to bear the weight of expectations of his family and their Asian American enclave. He tries to want their version of
success, but mostly, Neil just wants his neighbor across the cul-de-sac, Anita Dayal. When he discovers that Anita is the beneficiary of an
ancient, alchemical potion made from stolen gold—a “lemonade” that harnesses the ambition of the gold’s original owner—Neil sees his
chance to get ahead. But events spiral into a tragedy that rips their community apart. Years later in the Bay Area, Neil still bristles against his
community's expectations—and finds he might need one more hit of that lemonade, no matter the cost. Sanjena Sathian’s astonishing debut
offers a fine-grained, profoundly intelligent, and bitingly funny investigation into what's required to make it in America.
Two grieving brothers learn the importance of family and the power of white water. When their parents are killed in a car accident, Scott and
his brother Gregg are sent to live with an uncle they never knew they had. Hurt, angry, and confused, they leave a comfortable life in the
California suburbs and head to the remote Colorado Rockies, where their uncle runs a white-water rafting company. Scott, forced to confront
his loss and face an uncertain future, determines to make the best of a difficult situation. But his brother Gregg, burying his grief deep inside,
begins to drift away from the only family he has left. As they become acquainted with the power and unpredictability of the river and begin to
learn the skills of maneuvering the rapids, the brothers discover that it is harder than they ever dreamed to master the art of survival—both on
and off the water. Award-winning author S. L. Rottman has crafted an absorbing young adult novel that powerfully depicts the complexity of
grieving and the value of family.
Sh*t Rough Drafts collects imagined misguided early drafts of classic books, screenplays, and contemporary literature, creating visions of
alternate works that would exist had the authors not come to their senses. What if F. Scott Fitzgerald had gone with the title The Coolest
Gatsby? How would The Hunger Games change if Peeta were armed only with blueberry muffins? And how would the Star Wars films play
out if Darth Vader is Luke's father, but Chewbacca is also his cousin? Harry Potter, MacBeth, Jaws, The Lord of the Rings, Moby Dick, and
many more are each presented as if they were the actual typed or handwritten pages by the authors themselves, revealing the funny and
frightful works they might have been with a little less capable judgment.
He’s her husband, but he’s not the man she married. Caden and Greyson come home from deployment to build a life together. Everything is
perfect, until Caden starts changing into a different man—-one with a savage edge that’s as dangerous as it is sexy. Who is her husband?
What has he become? And why? Caden takes part in an experimental treatment, one that intensifies the break between who he was and who
he’s becoming, while Greyson hunts down answers, putting together pieces of a puzzle that begins in Iraq and ends in their bedroom. The
cure may be worse than the disease, and as Caden’s roughness hits new heights, so does Greyson’s pleasure. She’s falling in love with a
man she never married—-a man whose very existence is a mystery, and one she’s hell-bent on destroying. With time running out and forces
bigger than their marriage working against them, Greyson needs to put together the pieces before Caden takes it all too far… The Edge Series
Cutting Edge Rough Edge On the Edge Broken Edge Over the Edge

Reba Farrall was lost—until a kindly old gentleman took her under his wing and helped heal her shattered spirit. Now her dearest
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friend is gone, leaving her with a doubting, broken heart...and half-interest in a California gem mine. But Chance Walker has burst
into Reba's life—a daring adventurer who believes in nothing except the priceless uncut stones for which he searches the Earth. In
the blistering heat of Death Valley—in the intoxicating presence of a jewel more exquisite than any he has ever seen—Chance must
confront a dire peril that stalks the sad and sensuous beauty. For only he can save Reba Farrall from harm—and only she can
teach him how to love.
Jared I’m not your boyfriend. I’m not the guy next door. I don’t even play nice. My hands twisting in your hair, my whispered
demand in your ear—I’m the fantasy you’ll wish you never had. When I’m through with you, every inch of your body will know
where I’ve been. You won’t crave more, you’ll beg for it. Because I’m not just the cocky smile with military hardened muscles
you paid five grand for—I’m the experience you’ll never forget. One night with me and you’ll know exactly why women pay me to
be rough. *ROUGH is a standalone book in the Alpha Escort Series! The Alpha Escort Series: THRUST - Alex's story ROUGH Jared's story GRIND - Dane's story
Brotherhood. Club. Family. They live and ride by their own rules. These are the Raven Riders... Maverick Rylan won’t apologize
for who he is—the Raven Riders Motorcycle Club Vice-President, a sought-after custom bike builder, and a man dedicated to
protecting those he loves. So when he learns that the only woman who has ever held his heart is in trouble, he’ll move heaven
and earth to save her. Alexa Harmon thought she had it all—the security of a good job, a beautiful home, and a powerful, charming
fiancé who offered the life she never had growing up. But when her dream quickly turns into a nightmare, Alexa realizes she’s
fallen for a façade she can’t escape—until sexy, dangerous Maverick offers her a way out. Forced together to keep Alexa safe,
their powerful attraction reignites and Maverick determines to do whatever it takes to earn a second chance—one Alexa is tempted
to give. But her ex-fiancé isn’t going to let her go without a fight, one that will threaten everything they both hold dear. Ride Rough
also contains the bonus Hard Ink e-original novella, Hard Ever After!
Have you ever felt lost? Tugging on your heartstrings with nostalgia, Rough Edges takes readers back to the days of AOL Instant
Messenger, MySpace, and the sometimes messy separation between our online personas and the real world. Months away from
high school graduation, Casey desperately craves a place to fit in, a person to see her, and a way out of her small New Jersey
town. When she finds this escape in a person behind a glowing computer screen, one who fills her void with constant attention,
charm, and what she believes to be true love, Casey struggles with the choice of coming back to reality. . . . That is until she
transitions to college in Philadelphia and meets someone else. Someone in the real world. Someone who slowly begins to put
those same lost pieces of her back into place. Casey continually attempts to force the two halves of herself into separate boxes,
but what happens when both worlds unexpectedly collide? She'll have to make a choice, if there's even one left for her to make.
Take a walk on the wild side with these steamy stories of erotic ecstasy. . . "Some Like it Rough" by Kate Pearce Luke Warner
wants to chill out when he cashes in his stocks and returns to his hometown. But things heat up when he reunites with his best
friends, Julia and Paul, and invites them both to share in a sexual adventure like they've never had before. . . "Private Eyes" by
Susan Lyons Assigned to work undercover as an exotic dancer, straight-laced Hayley Croft discovers the thrill of strutting her stuff.
And when she catches sexy Ry Montana checking out her moves, she can't wait to give him his own private show. . . "Cherry On
Top" by Anne Rainey When massage therapist Cherry DuBois rubs her oil-slicked hands all over Dante Ricci's rock-hard body, redhot desire courses through her. She longs to lose control and give herself to the pleasures of sexual submission. . . "Pearce's
erotic tale is focused and intense. . .sex encounters and fantasies steam up the pages." --"Romantic Times " on "Simply
Shameless" "Full of delicious sensuality. . .hard to put down." --"Romantic Times" on "She's on Top" by Susan Lyons "Anne
Rainey's writing is intensely relevant for today's woman." --Lucy Monroe This book contains adult content
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